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More than just a hope, more than just 
a dream, more than just you and I. 
It is possibly a ticket for our existence.
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I HAVE A DREAM...

What is so different about this dream ....

We know that it is time to live differently. To be more connected to the 
living world around us. To be in balance with the Planet, the Universe, 
with ourselves and our fellow humans. We decided to embark upon 

this journey. What about you?”
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CONCEPTS TO ADDRESS
1 Discussion about the entity "Relationships"

First Webinar in a series on Ecocivilisation with Anne Berner on technology: 
"The immense amount of data being created every day by the common use of 
technologies calls for a new approach to user's rights,  shared data and our 
understanding of the ITK and AI.

3 Discussion about the entity "Society"

Third Webinar in a series on Ecocivilisation with Carlo Giardinetti  on 
geopolitics and society: "How we urge to have a more organized approach to 
see the change we want and how we can get there."

2. Discussion about the entity "Relationships"

Second webinar in a series on Ecocivilisation with Karin Huber Heim 
and Christiaan Kraaijenhagen on circular economy: the next 
economical model and our way of life.
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I HAVE A DREAM...

4. HEALTH and Ecocivilisation
How would you like to be treated in the health system?

Would you be willing to become an active player in an preventive care approach?
What do you think about the concept of doctors to be paid for keeping you healthy?

What is really health? Is that only an absence of a decease? 
Is there a different way of looking at humans as beings?

Could it be more about:

1. acknowledging humans as holistic multidimensional beings
2. acknowledging humans as an sophisticated system in need of holistic approach 

for her/his development
3. looking for ways to keep those dimensions in balance
4. constantly supporting, strengthening  health, joy, love, collaboration, keeping the 

energy level high
5. encouraging our body to signal what it needs and provide the necessities for self-

healing
6. focusing on care and healing, on individual needs, acknowledging that each body is 

a unique in his/her need
7. focusing on resilience, adaptability, immune system

care 
love 
prevention
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MODELS OF ECOCIVILISATION
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MODELS OF ECOCIVILISATION

It is here, 
The drums are calling, 
let’s awaken our senses, memories,
let’s free our inner truths 
and dare to go beyond.
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THANK YOU!

Ecocivilisations 
by Violeta Bulc

09/2020

WWW.ECOCIVILISATION.EU
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